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Abstract 
Soon, virtual inertia for grid control must be covered by photovoltaic inverters. It is suggested to use 
DC link capacitors for this task. This requires 5 W, 50 J and a capacitor size of about 200 cm³ per 
installed kW, corresponding to the size of single phase DC link capacitors. It is shown that the additional 
power ripple (and thus current ripple) is in the order of 0.1% and the voltage ripple of the intermediate 
voltage will typically remain between +/-3.6%. The related control can be easily extended by adding a 
voltage signal to the control voltage, which is proportional to the frequency deviation. Then, the existing 
controller inherently sets the required additional power fluctuation required for the virtual inertia 
function.  

1. Introduction 
Renewable energy sources put new burdens on the electrical power grid. While fluctuating generation 
can be compensated by storages [1] [2], the grid control also faces challenges: At certain times, 
renewable energy sources contribute already up to 85% to the power consumption in Germany (see 
Fig. 1, based on data from [3]), and soon shares of 100% for longer periods are expected [4].  

 
Fig. 1: Power generation and demand in Germany in May 2016, graphic based on [3]. 
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Most of this power is generated by electronic power converters without rotating inertia. Fortunately, 
Germany’s grid is part of the ENTSO-E, European Network of Transmission System Operators for 
Electricity, and today the missing inertia can be compensated by the other members, which have less 
renewable energies [5]. However, in future, also their inertia may vanish leading to larger frequency 
deviations as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Frequency reaction on a 3 GW load step in the European grid with different amounts of inertias. 
This figure is a simulation of the reaction of the grid frequency f (related to the nominal frequency f0) 
to a load step of P = 3 GW in the European grid at low load situation with P0 =150 GW load. It includes 
instantaneous reaction, primary control and the consumer self-regulating effect. Approach and used 
values (see figure) are taken from [6] leading to the equation use for the simulation: 

(1) 

  
where ω is the system reaction angular frequency. With less available inertia the time constant Ta will 
be smaller leading to a faster decay of the frequency in case of a load loss event. It shows that it is 
necessary to provide virtual inertia in order to limit the frequency drop in such a case. 
Then this instantaneous reaction on load steps must be covered by the feed-in inverters [7] [8] [9], in 
the worst case by one of the contributors like photovoltaic (PV). To provide instantaneous reaction 
control, [5] mentions the following solutions: batteries combined with PV systems or curbing the 
generation in order to have a margin for positive control power. Both solutions are costly. Another 
possibility is using the inertia of wind rotors, like offered by several wind generator manufactures and 
which is required in Quebec’s (Canda) according to its grid code [10]. However, any change of the 
rotating inertia leads to a deviation from the maximum power point of the wind turbine, and a certain 
time is necessary for the wind turbine to recover from the deviation [11]. This leads to some financial 
losses. Finally, modifying no longer used rotating generators as control power devices are possible. 
However, these solutions are either costly or not sufficient. In its latest grid code ENTSO-E requires 
synthetic inertia for type C power park modules of more than one MW in the case of a low frequency 
event, but not during normal operation (article 16.2 and 49.5 [12]).  

 
Fig. 3: Considered topology. 
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Here, here a solution for PV inverters is investigated, which provides instantaneous reaction control with 
minimized effort and no curbing and which is possible also for small inverters. For this purpose, the 
energy storage of intermediate voltage electrolytic capacitors (elcaps) is proposed. Fig. 3 shows the 
considered topology, which is nothing special related to its hardware.  

2. Power and energy requirements 
In a first step, the requirements for the worst case in the European ENTSO-E grid and the consequences 
for the power and energy requirements of the instantaneous reaction are derived. It is assumed that only 
the instantaneous reaction similar to the inertia of rotating generator masses is considered, while the 
following primary control is taken over by dedicated sources in the grid. Then, the photovoltaic system 
can recover after an event, to always operate at maximum power. To get the power and energy 
requirements, the methodology and data of reference [5] is used (see Fig. 4): a worst case event of a 
sudden lack of 3 GW power in the ENTSO-E grid is assumed. This requires 372 MW in the German 
grid. Assuming the primary control taking over with a linear increase within 20 s [5], this requires energy 
of 3720 MJ. This power and energy is related to a future assumed installed power of PV systems. As a 
rough estimation, it is assumed that in a worst case only PV provides the peak demand of 80 GW and 
thus the installed power of the PV systems is assumed as at least 80 GW (in fact, to supply 80 GW 
reliably demands much more installed power, but this would make the estimations less severe for the 
individual inverter). Taking this 80 GW as a reference leads to 4.6 W/kW, rounded up to 5 W/kW. 
Concluding, additional power of 5 W and energy of 50 J per installed kW power capacity is needed to 
cover one worst case event. It should be noted that these numbers refer to the installed power of PV 
systems, not to the power they actually feed in. Thus, the power of one inverter needed for the virtual 
inertia is related to the rated power and not to the power it actually provides. 

  
Fig. 4: Power requirements for a worst case load step of 3 GW in the European ENTSO-E grid [3]. 

This level of power can easily be processed by the main inverter. The amount of energy relates to the 
energy content of a somewhat larger DC link capacitor (details see following chapter). Therefore, it is 
suggested to store the required energy in a capacitor linked to the intermediate DC voltage.  

3. Needed capacitor size 
Typically, the size of a capacitor relates to its maximum energy content. To determine the 
interdependence, the capacity, rated voltage, diameter and height of more than 200 electrolytic 
capacitors are collected from the website of an electronic components distributor [13]. Rated energy and 
volume are calculated from this data and shown in Fig. 5. In real circuits, not the maximum rated energy 
capability Emax can be used, because the capacitor is discharged from the maximum voltage Umax only 
by a voltage difference ΔU. Then the usable energy Euse is: 

(2) 
 Euse = Emax . [1 - (1-ΔU/Umax)2] 
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This equation is used to illustrate in Fig. 6 (orange trace), which Emax is necessary, if the required energy 
of 50 J is stored. The blue curve relates to the volume using the fit function in Fig. 5. 
The maximum voltage has no influence on the needed energy content of the capacitor and thus low 
influence on the capacitor size. The voltage can thus be freely selected from a capacitor point of view. 
Only the relative voltage difference, which can be considered as relative voltage ripple, determines the 
size. However, restrictions of the application have to be kept in mind: the grid inverter needs a minimum 
voltage to work correctly when directly connected to the grid (without a transformer) and the grid 
inverter cannot support too high voltage (due to semiconductors limits).  
Using the DC link capacitor the ripple should remain below 10%. To have 50 J available, this requires 
at least a rated energy content of 300 J, resulting in a capacitor volume of about 200 cm3 (e.g. 10 cm 
height, 5 cm diameter) to 400 cm³. Such a size could reasonably relate to a somewhat larger intermediate 
voltage capacitor of a 1k W a single phase inverter. 

 
Fig. 5: Volume size of electrolytic capacitors. Various electrolytic capacitors, data from [13].  

 
Fig. 6: Needed capacitor energy and volume size to store 50 J. 

4. Power and voltage fluctuations 
During daily operation, much smaller deviations from the desired operation point are expected than in 
a worst case. Therefore, this chapter shows the effect on the related components during daily operation, 
which gives an indication on their stress, rather than the worst case, which very seldom happens. 
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In a rotating generator, for small changes of power the rotational speed decreases while delivering a 
constant excess of power. Therefore, applying a virtual inertia, the required control power ΔP must be 
dependent on the time derivative of the frequency deviation Δf from the nominal frequency f0 (50Hz):  

(3) 

 
P0 is the nominal power of the system (in this case the power supply). ΔP is the power, which would be 
drawn from the grid by the power supply. If this value is positive, the inverter feeds in additional power, 
and thus “delivers” control power to the grid.  
Ta is an inertia time constant, as commonly defined [14] [15] and toughed in lectures [16] [6]. It should 
be noted that some authors use a different definition (e.g. [11]) with a constant they name “H”, where 
Ta = 2.H. In [14] a value of Ta = 10 s is used for the ENTSO-E grid. Further private communications 
consider Ta = 6 s…14 s. In [15] Ta = 24 s is derived from a grid failure of the ENTSO-E grid 
(“Emslandvorfall”, 4.11.2006). Since this value relates to the real behaviour of the ENTSO-E grid and 
because a larger value of Ta gives the worst case for the considerations in this paper, this value of 
Ta = 24 s is selected for further considerations in this publication. 
Fig. 7 shows the measured frequency (orange) for one hour on 14.Aug. 2015. The data is measured by 
a team at the author’s university and is available on the author’s website [17]. Assuming an inertia time 
constant Ta = 24s, the required power demand ΔP (blue) can be calculated from the time derivation of 
the frequency slope according to equation (3). The frequency is filtered with a running average using 3 
averaged values to achieve reasonable results (red, overlaying with the unfiltered curve). 
It is obvious that the required control power is only a very fraction in the range of less than +/-0.15% of 
the rated power of the power supply. This shows that the hardware must not be changed, but is certainly 
able to provide the required control power during daily operation.  
Usually, elcap sizes are selected by two criteria: Voltage ripple mitigation and lifetime due to current 
ripple and ESR (equivalent series resistor). The current variation is well approximately proportional to 
the power variation. However, compared to the typical current ripple in an elcap, which needs to provide 
the full power (related to 100% of the power) during zero crossings of the voltage, this amplitude of the 
current variations is more than an order of magnitude lower. In addition, the frequency of a less than a 
Hertz leads to the conclusion, that there is negligible additional impact on the elcap’s lifetime. 
The voltage fluctuation on the intermediate voltage storage elcap can be calculated as follows: 
Generally, the voltage change ΔUC(t) on a capacitor C is calculated from the integral of the charging 
current ΔI(t): 

(4) 

 
This charging current ΔI(t) results from the control power ΔP(t). Assuming a fairly constant capacitor 
voltage of U0 (which is the intermediate voltage), it is: 

(5) 

 
Combining the two equations results in: 

(6) 
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If equation (3) is inserted, the integral cancels with the time derivative. Expressing the capacity C by its 
nominal energy content E0 results in: 

 (7) 

 
This equation is used to calculate the voltage fluctuations on the intermediate voltage capacitor. 

  
Fig. 7: Measured frequency for one hour and related calculated control power ΔP/P0 with an inertia 

time constant Ta = 24 s. 

 
Fig. 8: Measured frequency for one hour and related calculated voltage fluctuation on a capacitor with 

an energy content of 300 J.  

The required power is used to charge and de-charge a capacitor with typical maximum energy content 
of E0 = 300 J, which relates to charging directly the DC-link capacitor (see above). From this the 
capacitor voltage and its fluctuation can be calculated. The calculated results are shown for one hour on 
14. Aug. 2015 Fig. 8 (blue curve).  
The voltage variation during the investigated time remains between +/-3.6% of the nominal voltage. 
This is a quite small value, which can be handled easily by power electronics. This shows that typical 
intermediate voltage elcaps can be used and no additional hardware is required to implement virtual 
inertia control in power supplies. 
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5. Control concept  
Typically, the DC to AC stage of a PV inverter is controlled by the intermediate capacitor voltage as 
e.g. described in [18] and illustrated in Fig. 9. The part in the yellow dashed rectangle is the typical 
control circuit for the DC to AC stage. If the intermediate capacitor voltage increases, there is too much 
power delivered by the PV panel and the inverter increases the current, and thus the power to the grid. 
If the intermediate voltage is too low, the inverter reduces the power. In general, the controller aims to 
keep the intermediate voltage constant at a given reference value. There are a number issues associated 
with this control, but those details are not important for this particular approach. 
The general idea is to hook up this existing control circuit with the virtual inertia control (red part). As 
derived in equation (7) the variation of the intermediate capacitor voltage should be proportional to the 
grid frequency variation. Therefore, the reference value for the intermediate voltage control gets an 
offset which is proportional to the grid frequency deviation provided by the f to V converter. If the grid 
frequency increases, the set value for the intermediate frequency is increased proportionally. Then, the 
controller sets the power such that the intermediate voltage follows the set value. According to 
equation (6) this leads inherently to the required dependence of the power on the derivative of the grid 
frequency as required for virtual inertia control (compare equation (3) ). In addition, this kind of control 
makes sure that the intermediate voltage remains within necessary limits, because also the grid 
frequency must remain between given limits. 

 
Fig. 9:  General control concept. Based on a figure from [18].  

6. Measurements  
The same control behaviour is used in the rectifier and power factor correction (PFC) stage of a switched 
mode power supply. Here, also the grid current and thus the power is controlled according to the 
intermediate voltage (see e.g. [19]). To prove the control concept of the virtual inertia, a PFC circuit is 
used and modified, because its hardware and especially its documentation was available. Details are 
described in [20]. The heart of the 46 W PFC consist of a controller chip TDA4863 by Infineon [21]. 
Fig. 10 shows the related part of the circuit diagram. Pin 1 of the chip is the input sensing the 
intermediate voltage, which is set down by the voltage divider consisting of R5 to R8 and R9||R10. Here, 
an additional signal, which offsets the sensed intermediate voltage, is added by resistor R21. This voltage 
offset must be inversely proportional to the grid frequency deviation. If the intermediate voltage should 
increase, the sensed voltage must be lower such that it appears “correct” with increased intermediate 
voltage.  
As a proof, a voltage signal representing a frequency deviation is applied to this point. Fig. 11 shows 
the measurement with a linearly increasing and decreasing signal (red) representing a linear decay and 
increase of the grid frequency. The orange curve shows the measurement of the intermediate voltage. It 
clearly follows the inverted control signal. The input power is shown in blue. It oscillates with 100 Hz. 
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The dark blue curve shows the ideally expected power slope, which should be a square wave signal. The 
amplitudes of the voltage and power variations are exaggerated in this circuit compared to an operation 
in “real life” in order to demonstrate the functionality. The measurement shows that indeed the input 
power nearly follows the square wave function. This proves that the controller indeed behaves like 
needed according to equation (3) and provides the required function for the virtual inertia. 

 
Fig. 10:  Circuit diagram of the modified PFC controller [21]. 

 
Fig. 11: Measurements of the intermediate voltage (orange) and input power (blue) with a linearly 

increasing and decreasing control signal (red) representing a grid frequency deviation. 
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7. Conclusions  
Instantaneous power control of the power grid with electronic converters becomes necessary soon in 
Germany and Europe. It is shown that this requires additional power about 5 W with an energy of 50 J 
per event for each installed kWpk. This can easily be implemented in PV converters. The required 
storage size is in the order of magnitude as DC ripple cancellation capacitors in single phase converters.  
This means that existing hardware can be used and no significant additional storages like e.g. super 
capacitors or small batteries are needed for those inverters, which use intermediate voltage capacitors. 
It is shown that during daily operation the additional power ripple (and thus current ripple) is in the 
order of 0.1% and an influence on the lifetime of the capacitors can be neglected. The voltage ripple of 
the intermediate voltage will typically remain between +/-3.6% of the nominal voltage and is thus easily 
covered by existing hardware. The related control can be easily extended by adding a voltage signal to 
the control voltage, which is proportional to the frequency deviation. Then, the existing controller 
inherently sets the required additional power fluctuation required for the virtual inertia function. 
Concluding, no cost for additional hardware appear and only the control needs to be adapted. 
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